
Transamerica - Trendsetter Term Portfolio Revisions:

Transamerica has recently made a number of changes to their portfolio. 
The Trendsetter portfolio has been updated using new CSO mortality,
introduced actual age pricing versus nearest age pricing, and increased
the children's insurance rider to $6.00 per unit.  The Dixon Wells quote
engine reflects the current term portfolio pricing, so inputting the date of
birth is important in the calculation of their most competitive rate.  If you
have any questions, please contact a local Dixon Wells office to learn
more about the Transamerica Trendsetter changes.  

EZ App - Good News!  Banner is now linked to AppAssist:
 
Any EZApp application for Banner term will automatically redirect to
Banner's AppAssist program. Applications may now qualify for Banner's
accelerated underwriting program (APPCelerate) which can eliminate
the need for labs or paramedical exam.  A clean case will have a policy
issued in a matter of days after submission.   Users of the EZApp
system will notice that the Banner application process incorporates a
number of additional screens not on the old EZApp system, but no new
log-in or password will be needed.  There will not be any changes for
the other insurance companies on the EZApp platform at this time. 
Click here to go the DW EZ App system.  

Assurity Increases BOE Monthly Benefit:

http://www.dixonwells.com
https://dwezapp.com/


May is Disability Insurance Awareness month! The leading disability
carrier in the blue and gray collar market, Assurity, has recently
announced an increase in Business Overhead Expense (BOE) coverage
to a maximum of $20,000 per month.  While many advisors focus on
protecting the owner against the loss of personal income, they may
overlook the potential exposure of the expenses associated with the
business.  A business owner receiving a monthly disability benefit from
their individual policy may have to use that benefit to meet business
expense obligations.  BOE protects the value of the business and covers
many of the expenses for one to two years, which includes rent,
employee salaries, and more.  With Assurity's increase in the BOE
monthly benefit, you can now offer professional comparable expense
coverage for your blue and gray collar business clients.  To learn more,
please contact our disability insurance department. 

Assurity is hosting a webinar on disability insurance on Tuesday, May
23 at 2:00 EST.  For more information and to register, please click
here.   

STAY CONNECTED:

http://www.dixonwells.com/event/assurity-webinar-disability-insurance-how-to-make-the-sale/?instance_id=384
https://www.facebook.com/Dixon-Wells-1758313767749575/
https://twitter.com/Dixon_marketing
https://www.linkedin.com/in/dixon-wells-67b00071?trk=hp-identity-name

